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Abstract 
It will be shown that the (diagonal) size Ramsey number of K ..... is bounded below by 
c. 64n 
, 2 3oj2 ~n 2 and above by 2 
Let F and G be graphs. The symbol F >---,G denotes that in any two-colouring (say 
red and blue) of  edges of  F a monochromatic copy of G is contained. The Ramsey 
number r(G) is the smallest integer r such that Kr >--~G. The size Ramsey number 
•(G) (defined in [1] for the first time) is the smallest number of edges of  a graph F 
such that F>-~G. Erd6s and Rousseau in [2] showed that ~(Kn,.) > lnZ2n. Using 
the same method it will be shown that P(K..n,.) >ln223n/2 where K~,.,n is a complete 
tripartite graph. 
Lemma 1. A graph with q edges contains at most (qv~/n)(e 3 q2/2n4)n copies of 
g,.,.,. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with q edges. Set 
m = n . ln  
and 
(1) 
dk = 2n e k/2n, k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
Form the partition V(G) = {Xo,X1 . . . . .  Arm}, where 
Xk={x:  dk<<.deg(x)<dk+l}, k=0,1  . . . . .  m- l ,  
Xm = {x: deg(x)~>dm} 
(2) 
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and set 
m 
Wk = L.JXj, k=O,  1 . . . . .  m. (3) 
j=k 
Since for every x C Wk, deg(x)~>dk we have that 
IWkl,<~. (4) 
Say that a subgraph of G with vertex set Vo C_ V(G) is of type k i f j  = k is the smallest 
index for which Xj N V0 # 0. In the below-mentioned consideration the following 
elementary inequality will be used: 
, , ,  
Let Mk denote the number of type k copies of Kn, n,n in G and let M = ~k Mk denote 
the total number of copies of Kn,~,~. 
In a type k copy of Kn, n,~ at least one vertex belongs to Wk. Thus one group of 
vertices of Kn,~,~ is the n-element subset of the neighbourhood of a vertex in Ark and 
two other groups a 2n-element subset of Wk. It follows that 
In view of (2), (4) and (5) we have 
(e3 q2 ~ n (e3q2 ~ n 
Mk < IXkl \-Y~-n4 / e(1-k)/2 -<lXklv~ \T~-n4 / ' k = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1. (6) 
Observe that from (1) and (2) dm= 2n e m/2n >>.2n(2q/27n 2)1/3. Hence 
IXml = IWml <~ 2q <. q ( 2q £1/3 
dm n \27n 2] " (7) 
Since every vertex of a subgraph of type m must belong to Xm, it appears that 
By making use of (5) and (7) it can be obtained that 
(e3 q2 ~ n (e3q2 "~ n
gm~ ~,~-n 4 ) < V ~ \-2-~-~n4 ] .  
Since Mm = 0 i f  [Xm[ : 0 we can write 
(e3q2~ n 
Mm <<. IXmlV~ \-2-~-n4 j . (8) 
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Finally, looking at (3), (6) and (8), we have 
m /e3q2"x n (e3q2"~n qv/~(e3q2~n 
M= Mk< ElXkI'/7 57)=IWoIv \ T  4 k=o k=o n \ -~n4 J  ' [] 
Theorem 1. For all n >>, 1 
1 2 3n/2 #~(Kn,n,n) > gn 2 , 
holds, where Kn, n,n is a complete tripartite graph with n vertices in each group. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary graph with q edges, where q<~ l n293n/2 g. . _  . Consider a 
1 random two-colouring of the edges of G in which each edge is red with probability 
and colourings of distinct edges are independent. Then probability P that such a random 
colouring yields a monochromatic copy of K,,,,n holds the following inequalities: 
p<~2q~ne (e3q2~ n 
\ 36 J 
for each n. 
Thus each graph G with at most lnZ23n/2 edges can be coloured without producing 
a monochromatic copy of K,,,,n. [] 
The same method allows us to show that 
Proposition 1. For a complete p-partite graph K~,n,...,,, p >>,2, 
r(Kn, n,...,n) > en22 pn/2 
holds for a certain constant c > O. 
Proof. It is enough to set 
(p  - 1)n 2q(p_-  1) p-3 ] 
m = P • In n2pp [ 
and 
dk =(p-  1)ne k/(p-1)n, k=0,1  . . . . .  m. 
Now repeating the argumentation from the proof of Lemma 1 one can obtain 
( 2P-l_ePq_ p-1 )" 
Mk ~ [Xk] e 1/(p-l) ~,n2p_2( p _ 1)2p_3__ , k = O, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, 
Mm < - (iXmnl) <'lXmlel/(P-') ( 2p_lep_qp_l_ ,n 
\ n2p-2(p -- 1)2p-3 J
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and 
2el/(p_l) q ( 2P_lePqP_ 1 )n 
M <~ - (p~T~ \n2p-2(p -  1)2p -3 
Now using the idea of the proof of Theorem 1 we have that 
4 e 1/(p-l) (2(3p_2)/2 ep cp_ 1 )n 
P<<. - -  • cn • 
p -  1 \ -~  ~-1~ " 
To show that there exists a constant c > 0 such that this probability P < 1 let us 
consider the function 
4el/(p -1) (2(3p-2)/2£cP-l~ x 
f (x )= P -1  .cx. \ ~--_ ] )Zp-3  ,]" 
Laying down some conditions for an extremum of this function we will obtain the 
upper bound for a constant c. To find the extremum some computation are needed: 
4 el/(p-1, (2(3p-2,/2ePcP-,'~ x ( 2(3p-2)/2ePcp-I'~ 
f ' (x )= - -  "c" p-  1 \ ~--~: i~-p_ 3 ] 1 +xln ~-~:-i)2p_3 ] 
and 
2(3p_2)/2 ep cp_ 1 ~-1 
f'(xo) = 0 if and only if x0 = - In  ~-~_---i)2--~-~_ 3 j . 
To make the function have the maximum at x0 we have to put 
2(3p-2)/2 e p c p-1 
In < 0, (p -  1)2p-3 
which gives 
( (p _ 1)2p-3 "~l/(p-l) 
c < \ 2 -~-~ } " (9) 
Evidently it implies that xo > 0. 
To be sure that P < 1 for all n/> 1 it is sufficient to require xo < 1 and f (1 )  < 1 
which respectively implies 
( (p:1)2,-2 )lj  
c < \2-~-yp--52)/2~ j and C < \2(3p+2)/2el/(p_l)eP . (10) 
Therefore, looking at (9) and (10), the statement that P < 1 for all n~>l is true for 
a certain constant 
f ( (p_ t )2p-3  ~l/(p-l) ( (p_ l )2P -2  ~l/p I 
c < min[  \2--0-p--_2~ e--~l j ' \2(3p--~)7~el/(--P -~-1) eP J  f 
and of course such a constant exists. [ ]  
As for the upper bound we have only a very rough one. 
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Proposition 2. For all n >~ 1, 
p(gn,.,.)<~ ( [ c" ~t64" ] ) 
2 
153 
Proof. It is known [3, Ch. 4.2] that r(Km)<~c '4m/x/m . The obvious inequality 
P(G)<~(r~2a~ ) and the fact that Kn, n,n is a subgraph of K3~ complete the proof. [] 
To improve this upper bound one should have an idea of a structure of a graph 
F such that F>--~Kn.n,n. In case of complete bipartite graph the graph F was also 
bipartite. But in case of tripartite graph the graph F surely cannot be t-partite for 
t<6.  
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